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1.

Introduction

This project explores the feasibility of
operating express fixed route bus service
between the cities of Morristown and
Knoxville in East Tennessee. Express
routes usually cover longer distances and
provide fewer stops along the way than the
regular fixed routes. Express routes are an
effective way to address public need for
commuting patterns and to bridge the gap
for people that rely on public transportation
to reach employment or medical care. In
addition, express routes provide an
alternative to the personal automobile and
help to achieve environmental goals by
reducing congestion by decreasing the
number of cars on the road.
It is anticipated that the express route will
be operated by East Tennessee Human
Resources Agency (ETHRA), who currently
serve more than 16 counties in the region.
In addition to providing social services for
disadvantaged
communities,
ETHRA
provides on-demand public and medical
transportation by appointment only. By
providing a fixed route service between
Morristown and Knoxville, individuals will
have new options for public transportation.

2.

Review of existing
conditions

2.1

Background

ETHRA is a regional service agency in East
Tennessee. Founded in 1973, ETHRA
serves 16 counties within the region,(see
Figure 1), providing a variety of services,
from independent living, education, access
to food and employment, housing and
utilities, judicial support, and transportation.
In 2016, ETHRA operated 137 vehicles and
had 299,460 unlinked passenger trips.
ETHRA offers mainly two transportation
programs: door-to-door transportation, and
Ride to Work. To utilize the door-to-door
service, passengers must schedule trips 24hours in advance. One-time and recurring
trips are allowed under this program.
The Ride to Work program is funded out of
the Federal Transit Administration’s Section
5307 Job Access and Reverse Commute
program; and provides job-related trips to
low income individuals, who have gone
through an eligibility process. Individuals
enrolled in this program can access the
service for free during a nine month period.
After nine months, regular fares will be
applied. This program limits participation to
12 years, and the individual would be able
to use the service for job related trips.
Fares are $3 for a one-way trip. An
additional $3 is charged when a county line
is crossed. Additional stops along the route
are $1 per stop.

2.2

Figure 1 – ETHRA Service Area
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Local and Regional Plans

TDOT Assessment of Intercity Bus
Service Needs Study – Final Report
(2015)
This study was conducted to determine
whether or not intercity bus needs
throughout Tennessee were adequately
being met in order to satisfy TDOT’s
requirement under FTA Section 5311 to
spend at least 15 percent of its annual
Section 5311 apportionment to carry out a
program to develop and support intercity
AECOM
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bus transportation, unless the governor
certifies that the intercity bus service needs
of the state are being adequately met.
The study’s methodology involved a multistep approach:

recommended that TDOT may consider
using part of its apportionment to support
feeder service agreements between the
private bus operators and the RTAs.

•

Review historical development of
intercity and regional bus service in and
through Tennessee

Lakeway Area Metropolitan
Transportation Planning Organization
Transit Feasibility Study (2006)

•

Conduct intensive public outreach
efforts targeting multiple audiences and
stakeholders

•

Inventory the current intercity bus
network, intercity bus facilities, and
intermodal connections

•

Conduct data analysis of intercity bus
corridors, populations served, and how
current services meet the state’s
intercity bus needs

•

Conduct
a
transit/intercity
bus
propensity
evaluation
to
provide
quantitative evidence of intercity bus
needs

•

Utilize the Transit Cooperative Research
Program (TCRP) intercity bus demand
model to determine intercity bus needs
and service gaps, network connectivity
issues, or overall system functionality
concerns

•

•

Conduct a comparative assessment of
current network and projected intercity
bus needs utilizing both quantitative and
qualitative techniques
Assess connectivity between intercity
bus service and other transit modes

•

Compile a comparative assessment of
rural transit needs and intercity bus
needs across the State

•

Consult with intercity bus operators and
other public transit providers regarding
intercity bus service

The report concluded that intercity bus
needs were being adequately met by Rural
Transit Agencies (RTAs) and private bus
operators and therefore it recommended
that TDOT dedicate all of its Section 5311
apportionment to support the state’s public
transportation
services.
It
also
Prepared for: East Tennessee Human Resource Agency

The
Lakeway
Area
Metropolitan
Transportation
Planning
Organization
(LAMTPO) was formed as a result of the
2000 Census. Through LAMTPO, a Transit
Feasibility Study was performed in 2006 to
understand the mobility needs of this newly
designated urbanized area.
The study area included Morristown,
Jefferson City, White Pine, and portions of
Hamblen and Jefferson Counties. Public
involvement was an integral component of
this study in order to gather input from a
local perspective.
Several
service
and
organizational
alternatives were considered in the study:
•

Fixed-route circulator in Morristown

•

Point-deviation service
the LAMTPO urban area

•

Fixed-route circulator and regional
point-deviation service

throughout

The Morristown Circulator was proposed in
the plan to consist of an east and west loop
that would serve major origins and
destinations in the central Morristown area.
One vehicle would be used on each loop
with the east loop operating clockwise and
west loop counter-clockwise. The two loops
would meet at a transfer point located
downtown. The service would operate on a
30 minute frequency from 6:00 am to 6:00
pm on weekdays. The service would be
funded by FTA Section 5307 (50 percent),
TDOT UROP funds (25 percent), and local
government (25 percent).

AECOM
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The objective of the study was not to
recommend a single alternative, but rather
evaluate them qualitatively based on
geographic, access, capital and operational
costs, local funding requirements, capacity,
and visibility factors. Alternative 3, which
proposes a fixed-route and regional point
deviation service, received the highest
ratings but was also the most expensive.

•

Transportation services need to be
flexible to allow for convenient access
to childcare facilities.

•

Maximize use of public transportation to
offset the higher costs of fuel.

The following recommendations
presented in the plan:

were

•

To
continue
and
expand
the
coordination process with various
agencies, and local, state, and federal
governments.

•

Provide transportation services to the
many industrial parks, where more
skilled and higher paying jobs are
located.

•

Provide a mix of services and vehicles
that can provide a more efficient
transportation service to rural residents
or outlying job locations.

•

Analyze and evaluate the potential for
providing transportation services later in
the evening and at night that can
accommodate the second and third shift
workers at major employers.

It was prepared following the adoption of the
federal Moving Ahead for Progress in the
21st Century Act (MAP-21), which eliminated
and merged several FTA programs such as
Section 5316 Job Access and Reverse
Commute (JARC). The HSTCP addresses
these changes in FTA funding.

•

Analyze and evaluate the need for
transportation services seven-days-perweek to accommodate jobs that are
available on the weekends.

•

Provide
additional
transportation
services to areas where higher
concentration
of
low-income
or
subsidized housing is located.

The HSTCP included stakeholder outreach,
self-assessment survey results, an overview
of existing transit services, identification of
transit issues, and recommendations. In
particular, the HSTCP focused on the need
to improve education and awareness in the
community of public transportation.

•

Provide marketing efforts that will
include specific efforts to target persons
who are disabled to inform them of the
transportation options that are available.

•

Provide transportation information by
personally meeting with disability
advocacy groups.

The study also looked at park and ride
opportunities, a voucher system for private
taxis, and a creation of a transit center. The
study recommended initiating transit service
first using FTA Section 5307 funding before
implementing a transit center.
LAMTPO Human Services Transportation
Coordination Plan (2015)
The Human Services Transportation
Coordination Plan (HSTCP) was prepared
by the LAMTPO in 2015 as an update to the
previous HSTCP. A human services
transportation plan is required by federal
law in order to receive several FTA grants.

The main issues identified with current
transit service were:
•

Transportation services need to be
provided to most major employers
and/or industrial parks within the region.

Knoxville RTPO Human Services
Transportation Coordination Plan (2013)
The Human Services Transportation
Coordination Plan (HSTCP) was prepared

Prepared for: East Tennessee Human Resource Agency
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by the Knoxville Regional Transportation
Planning Organization (RTPO). The plan,
adopted in 2013, is an update to the original
HSTCP adopted in 2007.
The HSTCP provides updated demographic
data, surveys existing transit providers in
the region, documents funding availability,
assesses
transportation
needs,
and
identifies strategies to address needs and
gaps in transit services. Several strategies
are to:
•

Provide new coordinated services
to help meet the needs of those
passengers that may be impacted
by the MAP-21 changes.

•

Make sure services are affordable.

•

Provide transfers between transit
service
providers.
Coordinated
transfers should not cost the
passenger two fares.

•

•

•

•

•
•

Provide a 24-hour emergency
transportation
service
to
accommodate persons who have an
unexpected disruption in their usual
mode of travel.
Prepare a variety of print information
to distribute at key locations where
potential riders needing services may
congregate. Material should be
appropriately written and designed for
appropriate audience.
Create a centralized source of
information that can be accessed by one
phone number.
Create an educational program for
potential riders, medical staffs,
counselors, and facility staff about
the availability of transit services,
policies, and the intricacies of
riding them.
Study the need for a Regional Transit
Authority.

2.3

Funding allocation

The Morristown Express Fixed Route would
most likely be funded by City of Morristown
Section 5307 of the Federal Transit
Administration (FTA). Currently, ETHRA
receives Section 5307 from the City of
Knoxville and the City of Morristown. The
funds passed through by the City of
Knoxville pay for preventive maintenance
and Job Access and Reverse Commute
(JARC) trips. The funds passed through by
the City of Morristown pay mostly for
operations.
The table below shows how these funds
were allocated in FY2016.
Section 5307
City of Knoxville
(Total Apportionment = $6,204,025)

Capital –
Preventive
Maintenance

JARC

$101,858

Federal

$12,732

Tennessee
Department of
Transportation

$12,732

ETHRA

$175,000

Federal

$87,500

Tennessee
Department of
Transportation

$87,500

ETHRA

Section 5307
City of Morristown
(Total Apportionment = $694,928)

Operations

$347,464

Federal

$173,732

Tennessee
Department of
Transportation

$173,732

ETHRA

Explore ways to introduce accessible
taxis to the region. Accessible taxis can
help provide service options to people
who are disabled.
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2.4

Demographics

The demographic analysis with population breakdown, origin, limited English proficiency and
poverty levels is shown below.
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Figure 5 – Limited English Proficiency
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Figure 6 – Poverty
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Figure 4 – Hispanic or Latino Origin
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Employment Flows

According to the latest U.S. Census Bureau
numbers, there were almost 600 employees
traveling from Morristown to Knoxville in
2014. Over a quarter of these employees
(26.1%) were aged 29 and younger.
Furthermore, almost 206 employees
(34.7%) earned $1,250 or less per month,
($15,000 or less per year).
The analysis indicated a good concentration
of work flows from Morristown to areas near
the University of Tennessee Medical Center.
Smaller concentrations of employee travel
destinations included areas near West Town
Mall, Northgate Plaza Shopping Center, and
BB&T Bank in downtown Knoxville.

There were also 409 recorded work trips
traveling from Knoxville to Morristown in
2014. About a third of these trips, (33.7%)
were made by employees 29 and younger.
Similar to the Morristown to Knoxville
employee flows, 34.5% of these employees
earn $1,250 or less per month.
Higher concentrations of employee trip
destinations were noticed in Morristown.
Notable destinations were near the
Morristown Hamblen Healthcare System
Campus, College Square Mall, and the
Liberty Plaza Shopping Center.

Legend
Morristown Residents Employed in Knoxville

Employed population per square mile
575
5

Figure 8
Morristown Residents Employed in Knoxville (Origin)

Legend
Morristown Residents Employed in Knoxville

Jobs per square mile
195
5

Figure 9
Morristown Residents Employed in Knoxville (Destination)
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Legend
Knoxvile Residents Employed in Morristown

Employed population per square mile
150
5

Figure 10
Knoxville Residents Employed in Morristown (Origin)
Legend
Knoxvile Residents Employed in Morristown

Jobs per square mile
350
5

Figure 11
Knoxville Residents Employed in Morristown (Destination)

3.

Public / Stakeholder
Involvement

Success of the Morristown Express Route
Feasibility Study is affected by the public
participation. One of the most important
elements in the planning process is to
involve the community in meaningful ways,
gather input and listen to their concerns and
ideas; their contributions are used to inform
decisions and outcomes.
Public outreach during this planning process
informed decisions and provided vital
information to develop the Express Route.
Three tools were used to engage the public:

Prepared for: East Tennessee Human Resource Agency

•
•
•

3.1

Focus groups to engage
stakeholders.
Public meetings to engage the
public.
Survey to gather additional
information from stakeholders and
public.

Focus Groups

Two focus group meetings were held on
July 17th, 2017 – one at the Morristown City
Center, and one in ETHRA’s offices in
Knoxville.

AECOM
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The following agencies were able to
participate in the focus group meetings:

•

•

Douglas-Cherokee

•

•

Senior Citizens Center

•

•

MATS

•

CEASE, Inc.

•

Walter State Community College

•
•
•

•

Jefferson County Office on Aging

•

Near low income housing
developments;
Walters State Community College
(Morristown);
Pellissippi State Community College
(Knoxville);
Walmart parking lot;
UT Medical Center (Knoxville);
Most doctor offices are located near
larger hospitals;
Forks of the River Area (Knoxville);

•

Lakeway Area Metropolitan
Transportation Planning
Organization

•

Oak Ridge National Laboratory;

•

CAC Office on Aging

•

SmartTrips

•

Knoxville Regional Transportation
Planning Organization

•

Tennessee Department of
Transportation

•

East Tennessee Human Resource
Agency

The focus groups were guided discussions
that allowed participants a chance to
respond to a series of questions. Below is
the list of questions, and a summary of the
responses.

Question 3: What are the main destinations
this route should serve?
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Provide reliable transportation for
medical appointments between
Morristown and Knoxville;
Transportation for college students;
Transportation for aging and
disabled patrons;
Transportation to/from industrial
areas (i.e, employment trips);

Question 2: Where should this route begin
and end, in Morristown and Knoxville?
•

Downtown Morristown (with
circulator service in downtown
Morristown);

Prepared for: East Tennessee Human Resource Agency

TN Career Center (Morristown);
Covenant Health Sites;
Tennova Healthcare Sites (e.g.,
Lakeway Regional, Jefferson
Memorial)

Question 4: What do you think is a
reasonable fare?
•
•

Question 1: How do you think this route can
serve your agency and the people you
serve?
•

New Market, Strawberry Plains,
Jefferson City;
Industrial Parks;

$18 round trip (currently ETHRA’s
rate) is almost 7% of user’s income;
The Dept. of Labor’s Workforce
Innovation and Opportunity Act
(WIOA) currently allows a $250 /
month gas subsidy for eligible
recipients.

Question 5: What do you think of offering
subsidies, (e.g., ADA half fare, students,
seniors, etc.)?
•

Most stakeholders agreed that fare
subsidies could be very helpful;

Question 6: When should this route run,
(i.e., hours of operation)?
•
•
•

Industrial shift changes usually occur
at 7:00am, 3:00pm, 11:00pm;
Business Hours (9:00am to 5:00pm);
Before 7:00am and after 11:00pm

AECOM
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Question 7: Any new developments coming
that may require transit service in the near
future?
•

Exit 8 (Interstate 81);

•

Merchant’s Greene Shopping Center
(Morristown);
East and West Industrial Areas
(Morristown);
Dandridge Industrial Area
(Morristown);
Knoxville TPO will check with MPC
for potential new developments;
TDOT will check with Local
Programs Office for potential new
developments

•
•
•
•

3.2

Public Meetings

Two public meetings were held on August
30th, 2017.
The first meeting was
conducted at the Morristown City Center
from 10:00am to 12:00pm. The second
meeting occurred that afternoon from 2:30
to 4:30pm at ETHRA’s offices in Knoxville.
The meetings were advertised as drop-in
meetings where visitors were given a short
presentation of the project’s purpose. This
was followed by an interactive exercise
attendees could provide input on specific
items such as stop locations, frequency, and
fare.

Question 8: What is your agency’s position
about partnering for the delivery of this
service?
•
•

Smart Trips (Knoxville) could help
promote and educate once service is
established;
Coordinate with KAT’s Rides to
Wellness program

Question 9: Do you foresee any challenges
with this route?
•

KAT Coordination (e.g., fare box,
tickets, transactions)

•

Transfers could represent a barrier
for many users

Question 10: Any other considerations as
we move forward with this project?
•
•
•
•

Weekend Schedules;
Measures of success, (i.e.,
ridership);
Incorporating shuttle services from
the KAT station to colleges and
medical centers;
Providing multi-modal
accommodations on new busses
and/or shuttles (i.e., bike racks)

Participant agencies showed support for
transit series and expressed the need for
fixed route service within town, in addition to
service to neighboring towns and Knoxville.
Prepared for: East Tennessee Human Resource Agency
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60% of the respondents would prefer
service from 7AM to 12PM towards
Knoxville, similar to respondents traveling to
Morristown (63%).
When would you like to arrive in Knoxville?

19

Before 7AM
30

7 AM to 12PM
Before 5PM

29

After 5PM
60

When would you like to arrive in Morristown?

28

17

Before 7AM
7AM to 12PM
12PM to 5PM

3.3

42

Surveys

Paper and electronic surveys were
distributed to gather similar information that
was obtained from the focus group and
general public meetings. In total, a little less
than 150 completed surveys were received.
The surveys indicated that the main trip
purpose is work (57%) followed by medical
appointments (55%).

63

After 5PM

Figure 13 – Arrival times to Knoxville and Morristown

Regarding fares, 27% said they would pay
up to $4 per trip. 23% of those surveyed
would pay up to $3.
How much would you pay for one-way trip?

17

20

33

$2-3

School
22
37

43

19

27

Medical/Dental

57
22

$1-2

Medical

What is your trip
purpose

$3-4
23

Shopping

27

Social/Recreation
Work
Home
Other

Figure 12 – Trip Purpose
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Figure 14 – Fare Preference

4.

Analysis of
alternatives

service

Two route options were introduced that
could effectively provide fixed route service
between Morristown and Knoxville. The first
AECOM
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option was to utilize the interstate system.
However, early in the process, it was
decided that the best option was to travel
along US Hwy 11E; as this route would
allow for connections to Strawberry Plains,
Jefferson City, and Carson-Newman
University.
The map below shows the route alignment.

The route stops are shown below:
Running
time

Eastbound

Three options were considered within
Morristown, as shown below:

2800 W Andrew Jackson Pwy
Hwy 11E @ Walmart Super Center
Carson Newman @ Maddox Student Activity Center - Branner Ave.
Hwy 11E @ Churchview St
Hwy 11E @ Old Andrew Johnson Hwy
Hwy 11E @ Tennessee Valley Fair
Hwy 11E @ Pellissippi State Magnolia Campus
KAT Station

0:00
0:14
0:23
0:33
0:43
1:01
1:12
1:18

Running
time

Westbound
KAT Station
Hwy 11E @ Pellissippi State Magnolia Campus
Hwy 11E @ Tennessee Valley Fair
Hwy 11E @ Dollar General Store
Hwy 11E @ Church
Carson Newman @ Maddox Student Activity Center - Branner Ave.
Hwy 11E @ Papa Johns
2800 W Andrew Jackson Pwy

0:00
0:05
0:11
0:30
0:40
0:52
1:03
1:15

Table 1 – Route Stops from Morristown to Knoxville

4.1
In order to reduce the route length the
preferred option was to begin service in
Morristown at the future ETHRA location at
2800 W. Andrew Jackson Parkway.
The photo below shows the route once it
reaches Knoxville.

Service Funding

There are mainly three options under the
Federal Transit Administration guidelines
that can help subsidizing the operation of
the express route between Morristown and
Knoxville, as follows:
Section 5307 – This program offers
assistance for capital and operational
expenses:
1. Operating Assistance, which is
available to agencies in Urbanized
Areas with populations of less than
200,000. There is no limitation in the
amount of assistance for operating
expenses; these funds require of
50% local match. Usually the State

Prepared for: East Tennessee Human Resource Agency
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will contribute towards this match,
which could further reduce the local
match.
2. Capital cost of contracting, which is
available if the recipient contracts
services with an external provider.
The amount of assistance will
depend on the nature of the
contract, and it ranges from 0% 100%. For example, ETHRA could
contract with KAT to provide this
service.
3. Job Access and Reverse Commute
program. This program was folded
into Section 5307 with the pass of
Moving Ahead for Progress. This
funding program includes projects
that were eligible under Section
5316. To qualify for this funding the
service needs to fall under New and
Existing Service, Development
Projects or under the Reverse
Commute category, and address
transportation needs of welfare
recipients and eligible low-income
individuals.
Section 5310 – The Enhanced Mobility of
Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities
Program provides formula funding to states
and designated recipients to improve
mobility for seniors and individuals with
disabilities.
Funds can be available under Traditional
Projects, when public transportation is
insufficient, unavailable or inadequate for
elderly and disabled population; or Other
Projects, which enhance services for the
elderly and disabled.
Capital and operating expenses that meet
the needs of seniors and individuals with
disabilities could be funded through this
funding source.
In addition to traditional funding sources, it
would be recommended to explore
partnerships with Walters State University
and
Carson-Newman
University
to
contribute with funding for this service.
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4.2

Performance Measures

Performance measures are a useful way to
keep track of implementation and service
operation; the performance measures have
been grouped in six areas of emphasis;
these will help establishing the bottom line
and develop targets based on the system
goals.
Categories
System
performance

1.
2.
3.
4.

Safety

1.

Reliability

1.
2.
3.
1.

Asset
Management

2.

Performance
measures
Unlinked passengers
Trips/rev. miles
Trips/rev. hours
(productivity)
Boards/alightings at
stop level
# accidents/100,000
miles
On-time performance
Missed trips
Road calls
Age of fleet by vehicle
type
Percent of remaining
useful life for vehicles
Complaints/month
Commendations/
month

Customer
Service

1.
2.

Financial

1. System operating
recovery ratio
2. Subsidy/passenger
3. Cost/passenger
4. Cost/trip
5. Cost/hour
Table 2 – Performance Measures

5.

Implementation Plan

Express bus service is a type of fixed route
that typically picks up passengers from
park-and-ride lots in suburban areas and
takes them to a central urban location. This
transit service usually operates for longerdistance trips on a Monday through Friday,
peak commuter time schedule. These
commuter routes have limited stops,
typically travel non-stop on highways (such
as 11E), and terminate at the central
business district in the city, in this case,
AECOM
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Knoxville. Fares for the service may be
comparable to Greyhound service, but
slightly higher than typical local fixed route
or comparative demand response service.
Longer-Distance Commuters from suburban
areas around the Morristown community
would include travel needs for health care,
potential employment trips, students
needing connective service from the Carson
Newman University campus and employees
working in Knoxville who live in the
Morristown area. Though Morristown does
not currently have a public transit circulator
service, it is difficult to address the potential
ridership
needs
for
long-distance
commuters. The Greyhound service from
Morristown to Knoxville currently utilizes
Interstate 81 as their travel corridor,
providing this one-way trip for a fare of
$11.00.

5.1

Fares

Peer Example
Sunway Charters provides an express route
that serves the Town of Boone, The
Mountaineer
East/West
(Boone
to
Greensboro). This express route is similar
to the Morristown to Knoxville route, in that
the distance and timing is comparable, and
an urban area is provided connection to
outlying communities, including a university.
This route picks up passengers in Boone at
Hoey Hall Awning (served by the Gold, Red,
Express, Orange, and State Farm
AppalCART routes) located on Hardin
Street. (AppalCART is the transit provider
that serves the Town of Boone and
Appalachian State University). Tickets for
this service can be purchased locally or
online at Greyhound.com. Regular fares
range from $9.00-$21.00 and discounted
fares for $5.00-$13.00.
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Location
Greensboro,
Galyon Depot
Winston-Salem
Trans. Center
Baptist Hospital
Forsyth Hospital
Asbury Church
Park-n-Ride Lot
Wilkesboro Town
Hall
Appalachian State
University

Mon-Fri
5:30 AM
3:00 PM
6:10 AM
3:40 PM
6:20 AM
4:00 PM
6:27 AM
4:07 PM
7:05 AM
4:45 PM
7:30 AM
5:10 PM
8:20 AM
6:05 PM

Sat-Sun
8:00 AM
3:00 PM
8:40 AM
3:40 PM
8:50 AM
4:00 PM
8:57 AM
4:07 PM
9:35 AM
4:45 PM
8:57 AM
4:07 PM
10:50 AM
6:05 PM

Location
Appalachian State
University
Wilkesboro Town
Hall
Asbury Church Parkn-Ride Lot
Forsyth Hospital
Baptist Hospital
Winston-Salem
Trans. Center
Greensboro, Galyon
Depot

Mon-Fri
8:55 AM
6:40 PM
9:45 AM
7:35 PM
10:05 AM
7:55 PM
10:40 AM
8:30 PM
10:50 AM
8:40 PM
11:00 AM
8:50 PM
11:35 AM
9:30 PM

Sat-Sun
11:40 AM
7:10 PM
12:30 PM
8:05 PM
12:50 PM
8:25 PM
1:25 PM
9:20 PM
1:35 PM
9:10 PM
1:45 PM
9:20 PM
2:20 PM
10:00 PM

Table 3: Express Service: Boone, NC to Wilkesboro,
Winston-Salem and Greensboro

Greyhound has a service from Jackson, TN
to Memphis, TN, that is a 1hr and 32 minute
one-way trip. This service is an express
bus and ticket costs range from $18.00 to
$23.00. Though this is a comparable travel
time, the type of bus, seating and lack of
intermediate stops does make this
somewhat different than the proposed
ETHRA Morristown to Knoxville route.
There are other express service examples
throughout the southeast and many of the
examples
have
30-minute
commute
schedules that show fares beginning at
$4.00. The proposed Morristown express
route would include more than a 60-minute
headway (one-way trip), it would be
reasonable to set the one-way fare at $9.00
per trip.
Though this seems to be an unattractive
option for some riders, the overall farebox
recovery (based on the limited numbers of
anticipated riders) should be targeted to be
in the range of 10% of the operating cost.
The selling of advance ride tickets (passes)
would be recommended.
Through the
selling of these ride passes, ETHRA would
receive the passenger revenue in advance
of the trip, as this would help in the cash
flow to locally support the service. A
discount to the fares could be promoted for
those who purchase these advance tickets.
(For example, a book of 10-ride passes
would include payment for 9 trips and have
one free trip). A zonal approach to a fare
structure could be considered, but the
recommendation for initial implementation
(and for improved administrative oversight)
would be to keep the per trip fare at the one
price.
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Increased transit usage can reduce the
number of single occupancy vehicles along
11E and provided some connectivity for
passengers at Carson Newman University
who are travelling to Knoxville.
The
decrease in traffic demand along 11E could
produce an improved travel time for other
commuters and promote an alternative
transportation choice for Morristown area
residents who need to obtain goods and
services in the Knoxville urbanized area. An
express service can serve as an alternative
to single occupant vehicles and utilize this
heavy travelled corridor in a more practical
travel alternative. The drawback for this
express service is the timing and distance of
the commute, and the estimation of
potential ridership. Suburban commuters
already depend on finding the most efficient
and cost effective way to make their travel
demand choices.
The benefits to an
express service include the ability of
passengers
to
improve
their
time
management by working on the bus, which
is typically equipped with Wi-Fi services.
Commuters may also have more time to
handle personal and business matters,
rather than wasting time in congested traffic
along the 11E Highway.
Our study process included looking at land
uses, customer origins, and destinations in
mind when we developed our study
approach.
Typical morning express
services originate in suburban areas from
major stations and park-and-rides outside of
the major congestion points on corridors.
This is why we identified the WalMart in
Morristown and the KAT bus transfer in
Knoxville as two end-point locations.
Central business districts and major
employment and commercial centers are
ideal destinations for express routing.
However, further extending this route would
provide an increase in running time and
make it more problematic to meet rider
expectations regarding the timing of the
offered services. Our methodology for this
service included the following parameters:
•

Require activity center (transit
station or stop) to be a destination to
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•
•

•

•

5.2

support service the end locations of
the service.
Coordinate a stop at Walter State
University
Provide 2-trips in the morning
departing from Morristown and 1-trip
in the afternoon (operating Mon-Fri)
Provide 1-trip in the morning from
Knoxville and 2 return trips in the
afternoon (operating Mon-Fri)
Target transit dependent
communities along the corridor to
provide a reasonable public transit
alternative

Considerations

Express commuter services require careful
planning, especially in areas of high transit
demand during peak periods. Vehicle size
should be taken into consideration during
the service implementation process as
larger vehicles should be considered if the
demand warrants increased ridership than
the current ETHRA fleet. Route frequencies
can be adjusted as ridership along this
express route increases. Any connectivity to
the KAT system needs to be addressed to
complement their existing services. The
ability to plan for future park-n-ride locations
can become a by-product of this service. In
areas with limited ridership, sustainability
can be an issue, so it is critical to market
and promote the service accordingly.
Express route travel times should be
competitive to driving a personal vehicle so
they can be a viable solution to mitigate
congestion. This is the major concern. A 1
hour and 47 minute travel time is not an
attractive alternative for potential riders.
The following “next steps” are noted to
provide an implementation of the express
service:
•

Schedule development—if service is
approved, schedules are tested and
finalized.

•

Include CDL training for drivers.
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•

Title VI and ADA review—
recommended for most new services.
Note that express routes do not require
complementary paratransit.

•

Additional public meetings—hold
meetings along the corridor at
stakeholder locations that are
accessible for using the proposed
express service.

•
•

Review funding requirements to meet
the service needs.
Marketing and communication
materials—development and
distribution of marketing and
communications materials advertising
the service offered.

•

Address any capital upgrades
(vehicles, facilities, stops, etc.)—
development and building of accessible
stops, benches, shelters and stations
associated with the express route.

•

Information technology updates—
updates and upgrades to the ETHRA
agency website, automatic vehicle
location (if applicable), and operator
schedule sheets.

5.3

Driver Schedules, Staffing
Needs, and Fleet
Requirements

The route would be need mainly three
schedules to begin with, as shown below:
From Morristown to
Knoxville

From Knoxville to
Morristown

5:30 AM

7:30 AM

10:00 AM

12:00 PM

5:00 PM

7:30 PM

•

Would operate 251 days per year
(Monday through Friday, excluding
public holidays).

•

Each trip would have a travel time
of 1 hour 47 minutes, or a cycle
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time of 2 hours to include
recovery/layover time.
Regarding Staffing, it is anticipated to need
three drivers. Drivers shifts are as follows:
•

One to begin at 5:00 AM to 9:45 AM

•

One to begin at 9:30 AM to 4:45 PM

•

One to begin at 4:30 PM to 9:45 PM

The fleet requirements to initially serve this
route would be one (1) bus in service and
one (1) spare bus.

5.4

Infrastructure Needs and
Amenities

From an operations perspective, there
needs to be a commitment to provide street
level supervision to assist the drivers with
some of the inherent challenges with
operating a long distance express route.
Multiple jurisdictions would be crossed
between Morristown and Knoxville, and
there will need to be adequate training and
understanding of the various community
stop locations along the route. There will
need to be agreements with local entities to
sell bus passes, and assist with the local
promotion of the service. This will be an ongoing process that will help generate local
awareness of the service and the benefits of
this commuting travel alternative.
Additionally, bus benches and shelters and
adequate lighting should be considered to
be placed at boarding areas. For example,
this will need to be coordinated with WalMart, Walters State Community College,
Carson-Newman University and other
locations along the travel corridor.
Guidelines will need to be established to:
1. Promote consistency in bus stop
placement and design.
2. Encourage area stakeholders and
developers to design clean and
attractive bus stops that meet the
operational requirements of the
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ETHRA vehicles and are ADA
compliant.
3. Encourage
members
of
the
community to use public transit
through the provision of safe,
comfortable,
convenient
and
consistent transit stops.

5.5

Operational and Capital
costs for preferred
alternative

The proposed express bus service
connecting Morristown with Knoxville have
been approximated based on an estimated
ETHRAs operating cost per revenue hour of
$43.00. The following are some anticipated
operational characteristics of the conceptual
express service:
In the absence of ridership modeling, six
riders per day were assumed to assess
potential ridership and farebox recovery.
Farebox recovery is typically nominal and
not necessarily taken into consideration for
route funding purposes. For the purposes of
this assessment, the one-way express bus
fare was assumed to be $9.00, (with the
ADA fare of $4.50) which is less than the
price of the Greyhound fare one-way trip
($11.00) and less than the cost of ETHRA’s
current demand response service from
Morristown to Knoxville ($18.00 one-way).
Since this would operate as a commuting
route, ADA fare would not be required, but it
is recommended as it can attract individuals
with disabilities, which will see their trip cost
reduced.
The results of this assessment are
presented in 4 below. The annual estimated
cost of operating this express route would
be approximately $130,000. Farebox
recovery, which is the percentage of the
operating cost paid for by rider fares, would
be approximately 10%.
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Scenario

Quantity

Cycle Time (hours)
6 Daily trips (3 morning and 3 evening
trips)
Annual Operating Days
Operating Cost per Revenue Hour
Daily Estimated Operating Cost
Annual Estimated Operating Cost
Assumed Daily Riders

2
6
251
$43.00
$516
$130,000
6

Annual Estimated Riders

1,506

Assumed One-Way Fare

$9.00

Annual Estimated Farebox Revenue
Estimated Farebox Recovery

$13,000
10%

Table 4: Morristown Express Bus Cost and Ridership
Estimates

5.6

Marketing and Promotion

Attracting new riders to a new route could
be challenging, as the community needs to
gain confidence in the service provided.
It is recommended to develop a campaign
to launch the new service, and advertise
and promote through traditional media, such
as newspaper, radio ads, and use social
media, which reaches younger population
and students.
Flyers could be distributed through social
services agencies and colleges, as well as
government agencies.
Special promotions are also recommended;
some of the most typical are free fare for a
period of time (from 7 to 30 days). This
allows potential riders to try the service,
without special planning.
Some of the most common tools to attract
and retain riders are to offer discounted
passes; 10 riders or monthly passes with a
small discount will be appealing to new
riders.
The initial cost of marketing and promotion
runs around $5,000. This amount will
increase depending on the cost of the
media ads.
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aecom.com
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